I n the first part of this paper, I have pointed out a variety of methods that will give us coloured concentric rings between two glasses of a proper figure applied to each other, and it has been proved that only two surfaces, namely, those that are in contact with each other, are essential to their formation; it will now be necessary to enlarge the field of prismatic phe nomena, by showing that their appearance in the shape of rings has been owing to our having only used spherical curves to produce them.
Cylindrical Curves produce .
As soon as it occurred to me, that the cause of the figure of any certain prismatic appearance must be looked for in the nature of the curvature of one or both of the surfaces, that are essential to its production, I was prepared to expect that if a spherical curve, when applied to a plain surface of glass, produces coloured rings, a cylindrical one applied to the same would give coloured lines or streaks. To put this to the proof of an experiment, I ground one side of a plate of glass into a cylindrical curve, and after having given it a polish, I laid a slip of plain glass upon it, and soon perceived a beautiful set of coloured streaks. The broadest of them was at the line of contact, and on each side they were gradually narrower and less bright. The colours in the streaks were similar to those in the rings, and they were in the same manner changeable by pressure as in them. Their order was likewise the same, if we reckon from the line of contact, as with rings we do from the center; so that these streaks differed in no respect from rings, except in their linear instead of circular arrange ment.
When the cylindrical surface was laid upon a plain slip of glass, the same streaks were seen as in the former experi ment. They were of a lively red and green colour, and I saw at least ten, eleven, or twelve on each side of the line of contact.
Metalline surfaces had the same effect, for when the cylin drical surface of glass was laid on a plain metalline mirror, I had red, orange, yellow, green, and blue streaks. In the same manner a plain slip of glass placed upon a polished part of a brass cylinder of 3*-inch in diameter, produced also coloured streaks.
The combination of two cylindrical surfaces has an effect on the streaks, which is similar to that which the contact of two spherical ones has on the rings ; for when I placed the cylindrical surface of glass longitudinally upon the polished part of the brass cylinder, the streaks were contracted as rings would have been by the application of two spherical curves to each other. The theory which suggests to us that the particular figure of every prismatic appearance between glasses depends on the curvature of the surfaces which are in contact, is still farther confirmed when spherical and cylindrical curves are applied to each other ; for these, accordingly, should give el liptical rings; and when I tried the experiment, by laying a 26-inch double convex lens upon the cylindrical surface of my plate of glass, it produced a coloured elliptical central part, en compassed with gradually vanishing rings of the same figure. By changing the focal length of the lens, I could alter the pro portion of the conjugate to the transverse axes of these ellip tical rings at pleasure. A lens of 55 inches gave ellipses that were much flattened, and one of 5 inches gave them nearly circular.
Irregular Curves produce irregular Figures.
The modifying power of surfaces may be further estab lished by such as have no regular figure ; for these ought to give irregular prismatic phenomena, and this was fully proved by the following experiment.
I took a large piece of mica which had a very glossy but irregular surface, and when a 34-inch double convex lens was placed upon a small ridge of it, several pretty straight streaks might be seen, but wherever the ridge was waving the streaks were following the same direction. In some places the mica gave irregular, coloured arcs, that were concave to some dis tant centre; and in others, the various contorted figures, that mdcccix.
M m were to be seen, exceeded all the imaginary forms which the most inventive fancy can paint. The flexibility of mica also gave room for using different degrees of pressure, by which means a continual change of figure and succession of prismatic colours was produced.
When I laid a piece of this mica upon a cylinder, and placed a plain slip of glass or double convex lens upon it, all its ir regularities were modified into disfigured streaks with the former, and distorted ellipses with the latter.
Experiments of a similar nature were made upon the irre gular surface of Island crystal and other substances, which all gave the same result.
Curved Surfaces are required for producing coloured Ap pearances at present under Consideration.
It has already been seen, in the first part of this paper, that spherical curves give circular rings, and I have now shown that cylindrical forms produce streaks; that a combination of spherical and cylindrical curvatures give elliptical rings, and that all sorts of variegated coloured phenomena are made visible by surfaces, which are irregularly and variously curved; these experiments prove in the fullest manner that the curva ture of surfaces is the cause of the appearance, as well as of the shape of the coloured phenomena which are produced. For if we can invariably predict, from the nature of the curves we employ in an experiment, what will be the appearance and form of the colours that will be seen, it certainly must prove the efficacy of these curvatures in the production of such phe nomena. This will receive additional confirmation in the fol lowing article, which shows that the Cause of coloured sl6$ 
Coloured Appearances cannot he produced between the plain
Surfaces of two parallel Pieces of Glass applied to one .
As the production and modification of the figure of the coloured appearances, that have hitherto been considered, has in the last article been ascribed to curved surfaces, it will be necessary to examine whether such phenomena may not also be seen between the plain surfaces of two parallel pieces of glass applied to each other directly in contact, or inclined to wards each other in some certain extremely small angle.
The latter of these cases has already been considered in the 31st article of the first part of this paper, where I have shown that two plain surfaces, let the angle of the wedge of air between them be as small as you please, will not give coloured streaks. I have indeed seen two thin plain pieces of glass, with a slip of platina of an extraordinary thinness be tween them at one end tied together, which showed some streaks near the place where the glasses were in contact, but when I removed the thread that bound them together, the streaks vanished, which proves that the glasses had been con strained, and thus had probably assumed some curvature at the point of contact.
I have also tried two flat surfaces of glass, which were so perfect that no colour could be perceived unless they were by unequal pressure somewhat disfigured, and when that was the case large flashy coloured appearances became visible, and their configuration followed very evidently the stress which I laid upon the different parts of the glasses.
It is however unnecessary to dwell on proofs, that streaks cannot be seen when two plain parallel pieces of glass are M m 2 applied to each other, as it will hereafter be shown that when the incumbent plain giass is not of a parallel thickness, co loured phenomena may be rendered visible between two per fectly plain surfaces, although no force or strain should be used to produce a fallacious, curved, contact.
Of the Production of coloured Appearances.
Hitherto I have only considered the coloured rings which Sir Isaac N ewton has pointed out, and have shown, at the end of the 28th article, that no more than two surfaces are essential to their formation. It has now also been proved, that the configuration of the coloured phenomena arises from the curvature of one or both of the two essential surfaces. From these principles it will be seen, that we are to distinguish be tween the production of the colours and that of their configu ration when produced. By the experiments that have been given, the cause of the configuration is laid open to our view'; but the production and arrangement of the colours remain to be investigated.
The leading feature of the arrangement of the colours of the rings is prismatic; that is to say their order is red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet; in order, therefore, to enter minutely into the subject, I shall have recourse to some prismatic experiments.
It will be necessary here to mention, that the proposed enu meration of the modifications of light, which was intended to have been given in this part of my paper, is grown to such an extent by the number of experiments I have made upon the subject, that its introduction would occasion a long inter ruption of the present subject; and although undoubtedly the the Cause of coloured concentric Rings.
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action of bodies and surfaces on light would be better under stood, if all the modifications wherein colours are produced had been before us, yet as the experiments I have to relate may be made plain, either by referring to modifications that are sufficiently known, or by explaining what is not already familiar, I shall postpone the intended enumeration to some future opportunity, and confine myself at present to a few re marks relating to them.
The colours contained in white light may be separated by reflection, as well as by refraction, and what is perfectly to my present purpose, the order, in which the colours thus pro duced are arranged, is the same in both cases ; each of these principles therefore may cause coloured appearances, which the particular figure of the surfaces we use will mould into different configurations.
Sir Isaac N ewton, for instance, has shown that the rays o f light will be separated, by what he calls a different reflexibi lity, when they fall on the base of a prism ; the violet being reflected first, and the red last.* By this property of the dif ferently coloured rays, he has explained a very remarkable phenomenon, which is that in a prism, when exposed in the open air, and when the eye is properly placed " the spectator will see a bow of a blue c o l o u r .F r o m the little the author has said of this bow, it may be supposed that he did not exa mine it farther than was required for his purpose; it will therefore be necessary to enter more fully into the subject. The Newtonian blue bow may very conveniently be exa mined, when a right angled prism is laid down on a table before an open window. The eye being then brought to a convenient altitude, and pretty near the side of the prism, we see in it a bow, which from the predominant colour may be called blue. It contains some green followed by blue, indigo, and violet. A very faint red, orange, and yellow may also be perceived above the greenish colour; but these belong not to the blue bow, and have not been noticed by the author. Their appearance will hereafter be accounted for.
To analyse this blue bow more particularly, let us admit that the colours, which give it the general appearance of what may be called blue, consists of half the green, and of all the blue, indigo, and violet rays, which are reflected while the other half of the green, the yellow, orange, and red are trans mitted. Then the angle of obliquity, at which this separation of the colours will happen, in consequence of the different refrangibility of the differently coloured rays assigned by N ewton, will be 490 46' 12",5.
Let A B C D E , Plate XII. Fig. 1 , be rays of light mov ing within glass in such directions, as to fall on the interior base F G upon the points oc(3 y$e. Then, if it be requ these rays after reflection from the base should meet in the point H,and form the blue bow, the angles AaG, B/3G, CyG, D £G, and E e G must be respectively equal to 490 46' 12",5; 49° 49/ 20" ; 490 55' 33° ; 49° 59' and 5°° / 5 which will give the angles aH /3 H H £, £H 3' 7" >5> ® 13",6, 4' 7",8, and 8' 12",6 , making in the whole the angle subtended by the bow «H g 21' 41
For in con sequence of the different reflexibility of the differently co loured rays the violet, indigo, blue, and faintest half of the green rays will be reflected between a and if they fall on that space in any angle between the above mentioned ones contained between AocG and B ; and will therefore meet at H, and form the greenish blue part of the bow. The red, orange, yellow, and the brightest half of the green rays, on the contrary being less reflexible, will be transmitted through the base between a and /3, and by refraction pass in proper angles into the air. The letters vib which in the figure are placed within the space ctH [3, denote the reflected colou and ±gy or put under the base between a and (3 are the initials of the transmitted colours ; and in the same manner the re flections and transmissions which must happen between f3 y £, and £ s are expressed by the letters over the base for the former, and under it for the latter. The order of the colours of the blue bow, when it is seen at H, is perfectly explained by the letters in the reflected part; and the eye must be placed, for seeing it, at the mean obliquity between the angles A « G and EgG, which is 490 57' 3",3.
In order to conform this account of the blue bow, to the manner in which it was viewed by N e w t o n , I have preserved his way of ascribing the separation of the rays to their diffe rent reflexibility, which however is merely the effect of their * I must now introduce a prismatic appearance, which on ac count of its similarity with the Newtonian blue bow, from which it only differs in colour, 1 have called, a prismatic red bow. It consists of red, orange, yellow, and some green rays; and the red colour being upon the whole very predominant, it may not improperly be called a red bow. It is not produced by the Newtonian different reflexibility of the differently co loured rays of light, but owes its origin to a modification which takes effect at the outside of the prism at very oblique angles of incidence, and may be called a different intromissibility; but this, like the Newtonian different reflexibility, is only the consequence of the different refrangibility of light.
To see the red bow, an observer should place himself in the open air, and standing with his back within a few feet of some wall or building, hold the side of an equilateral prism flat over his eyes, and look upwards to an altitude of about 30° at the heavens ; he will then see a beautiful arch of a deep red colour, succeeded by a bright orange and yellow, with a considerable portion of green on the inside. The comparative darkness of the building behind will show the light in front to the best advantage. It is also to be observed, that all experiments on prismatic bows succeed best, when the heavens are totally overcast with an uniform cloudiness.
To analyze the production of this bow, let A BCDE, Fig. 2 , Plate XII. be rays of light moving in air, in such directions as to fall on the exterior base FG, of a piece of glass, upon the points u f i y h ; then, if it be required that these rays, after their in tromission into the glass should meet in the point H and form the red bow, the angles A«H, B /3H, CyH, D <JH, and Ee H, must be respectively equal to 130° 29' 33", ; 1330 40' 33"2 ; 1340 29' 28"2; 1350 36' i 3"2 ; and 136° io' 38",o ; from which we have the angles A/3B, A yC , A^D, and AsE, which a red ray would make w'ere it to pass out of glass into air, equal to 3015' 45",5; 40 7' 30" 5 ; 5019' 17" ; and 50 56' 50",5 . Now by the laws of the different refrangibility of light, the red rays are intromissible at a, when by refraction they make the angle H « F = 490 30' 26^4 ; but the orange cannot be in tromitted any where between a. and (3 with any effect on the red bow, since it is only at /3, where the angle H F is 490 35' i2 ,/3, that they can enter the glass so as to come to the eye at H. The yellow rays will, for the same reason, be efficiently intromitted only at y, where they will make the angle H y F 49* 38' 2",3, and the brightest half of the green rays will find an efficient entrance from $ to e, since the smallest angle of their intromission H S F is 490 43' 4",3, and the angle H e F, which terminates the red bow, is 490 46' 12"#. The arrange ment of the colours of this bow will be seen, as it was in the blue bow, from the letters placed above the base, which de note those that are intromitted so as to come to the eye ; the rest of the colour-making rays, which cannot come in that direction, being marked by letters placed under the base. The mdcccix.
N n whole angle of the red bow « H e is 15' 46",i, and the mean obliquity of the eye at H is 49° 38' 19",5.
In the calculation of both the bows, the situation of the eye at H has been determined, as it would be, were the rays to remain in glass; but as they will be refracted by the side of a prism, when they come out of it, proper computations must be made not only of the place of the eye in air, but also of the angle which the bow will subtend; for this will be found to be considerably different in different prisms; those that have large refracting angles will magnify the bows more, and require the eye to be nearer than others that have smaller angles.
These bows may be examined at leisure, by projecting them upon a white ground in the following manner:
In a dark room, by a reflecting apparatus, I admitted a horizontal beam of the solar light through an opening of about an inch and a half in diameter. The formation of the bows requiring scattered light,* I covered the opening with a piece of glass evenly roughned on both sides. Then, with an intention to obtain a projection of the blue bow, I placed a prism having one angle of 9i°and the other two nearly equal, close to the emeried surface, and turned it upon its axis till the angle of obliquity of the scattered rays, that fell on one side of the prism, was proper for the required critical separa tion of the coloured rays. The obliquity of the middle ray with the base, for this purpose, it has been shown, must be 490 57' 3^3. In this position the interior critical separation of the prismatic colours taking place, the blue part, namely the violet, indigo, blue, and about one half of the green rays were reflected, and passing through the opposite side of the prism projected the blue bow upon the deling of the room. The colours may there be conveniently seen; but as this bow is composed of the least luminous rays of the prismatic spectrum, it requires considerable attention to perceive the faintest of them. The green and blue are most visible, and by receiving the bow upon a screen of white paper held at the most favour able distance, the fainter colours, when the illumination is very bright may also be perceived.
In order then to project also the red bow, I turned the prism upon its axis till the scattered light fell with a proper obliquity on the base of i t ; the angle required for this purpose, it has been shown, must be from o° o' o" to 50 56' 5o"5; the side of the prism, which is turned towards the opening, should be covered with a slip of pasteboard to prevent any light from entering it. In this situation, I saw a very bright arch con taining red, orange, and yellow projected at some distance backwards upon the deling; that part of the green which no doubt was also transmitted, was lost in the brightness which is to be seen within the bow, for the same reason that the faint colours of the blue bow can only with great difficulty, if at all, be perceived ; namely, that they join the dark inside of the bow. For N ewton has proved that the space beyond the convex part of the blue bow must be bright, and that beyond the concave dark; but in the red bow, as my theory will show, we have that on the convex dark, and on the concave bright. This experiment therefore proves, that here, by the gradual intromission of the differently coloured rays, a criti cal separation takes place on the outside of the prism, similar to that which by reflection happens in the blue bow at the in-N . 11 2 side; and by which, in the present case, the red part of the prismatic spectrum, that is, the red, orange, yellow, and some of the green, can only reach the eye.
Of a sudden Change of the Colours of the .
It has been shown that the red bow should be seen nearly in the same place where the Newtonian blue bow is visible. For in the 41st article the place of the eye, for seeing the blue bow in the prism of 100 degrees, was determined to be at an obliquity of 490 57' 3",3; and with the red bow, and in the same prism, it has been shown that the eye must be placed at the obliquity of 490 38' 19",5. The difference is only 18' 43",8, and by the following experiments it will be found, that both the bows may actually be seen nearly in the same part of every prism; and that the direction of the light, by which we see either the blue or the red bow, determines which of the two will be visible. To prove this, let a right angled prism be laid down on a sheet of white paper before a window, and when the eye is placed in the proper situation for seeing a re flected blue bow, we may instantly transform it into a trans mitted red one, by covering the side of the prism which is towards the incident light with a slip of pasteboard; for by stopping the direct light, which before fell on the base of the prism, and was there reflected, we then see the bow by light intromitted from the paper through the base, which, as has been explained, will be red.
With proper management we may have the bow half red and half blue; blue in the middle with red sides, or red in the middle with blue sides ; which appearances it will not be required to explain any farther, especially after what has alreadv been said in the 18th article of the first part of this paper of the change of the colours of rings.
When we have before us a bow that is half blue and half red, it will be seen that both taken together contain all the prismatic colours in their regular order of refrangibility. It will now also appear that the faint red, orange, and yellow, which I have said are to be perceived above the blue bow* may arise either from an imperfectly transmitted red bow, which always lies concealed under the Newtonian blue one, or perhaps more probably from the partial reflection of the red, orange, and yellow rays, many of which will come to the eye notwithstanding they are also copiously transmitted.-f* • According to my account of the red bow, it ought to be seen in the prism a little above the blue one, and this is also further confirmed by any one of the experiments in which we have some part of each bow in view at the same time, for then the relative situation of the two bows will be visible.
Similar experiments may be made by candle light upon either of the bows ; for when a sheet of white paper is pinned against a wall, that it may reflect the light of a candle placed upon a table about three or four inches from the paper, we may then see the blue bow in a prism placed upon a dark ground before the reflecting paper; and the green colour, which it is not very easy to perceive distinctly in daylight, will here be very visible, and the more so if we use an equilateral prism instead of a right angled one. When the reflecting paper is removed from the wall and laid under the prism, that the light may then be thrown upwards and transmitted through the base, we see a bow of a lively red colour. Before I can introduce more intricate phenomena, it will be necessary to advert to some other particulars relating to these bows.
44.
O f Streaks and other Phenomena produced from the prismatic blue and red .
It has been remarked in the 40th article, that the production of colours and their configuration when produced are owing to different causes; this will now be confirmed by an experi ment.
Scattered rays, when they fall on a prism will by a critical separation of the colours, produce both the blue and the red bows, and these coloured appearances when produced may be modified into streaks, circular rings, and other forms, by the configurating power of surfaces. When a plain glass or me talline mirror is laid under the base of a right angled prism in which we see the blue bow, the contact of the two plain surfaces will immediately produce a great number of coloured streaks. They will be found to be parallel to the bow, most of them within and some just under it. They may be seen without any lens, merely by looking into the prism with the eye pretty close to the surface through which we see the blue bow. This expe riment proves that plain surfaces, though they cannot produce colours, have a power of modifying and multiplying them when produced. As I shall have occasion hereafter to be more particular, I shall now only mention that when we lay a spherical surface, such as an object glass, under the prism it will immediately give us several sets of innumerable concen tric coloured rings; and, as will now be readily expected, a cylindrical surface placed under the prism will give a number of lenticular appearances, such as are contained between the intersections of two circular arches drawn concave towards each other. The irregular surface of mica will in like manner produce multiplications of appearances, that may be seen much better than they can be described.
When the same surfaces are applied to the red bow, phe nomena that are perfectly of the same form will be made visible within and just under the bow ; and the streaks will also be in a parallel direction.
The side of the prism, to which a plain glass must be ap plied, is of singular use in the explanation of many appear ances of the coloured phenomena, which are to be seen, and it is on this account that the formation of the generated colours into all sorts of configurations has been noticed before I come to that part of this paper, wherein this subject must find a further discussion; for by the application of a slip of plain glass, we can decisively ascertain the nature of any coloured appearance in the prism. Thus, when we see a common coloured red or blue arch, occasioned by the mere different refrangibility of light, the plain glass any how applied to the prism will give no streaks. If we apply the plain glass to a transmitting side, we can have no streaks from a critical blue bow, because it is occasioned by reflection ; and for the same reason, when the plain glass is applied to a reflecting side, we can have no streaks that belong to a critical red bow, because it originates at the intromitting surface. With the assistance of this criterion I may now proceed to a review of more compli cated phenomena.
Explanation of various Appearances relating to prismatic
Bows.
If, in the open air, we look into the zenith with a right angled prism held across the eyes, we shall see two red bows convex towards each other. They are caused by the bright transmissions of the light of the heavens through the sides in which the bows appear; for when to either of these sides the criterion of the plain glass is applied, we shall have coloured streaks. The course of the rays which produce the two bows is delineated in Fig. 3 , Plate XII. ABC represents the prism, and the rays that can enter the eye when they fall on A B within the limits a b A from o° o' o" to 5* 56' 50'',5, which are the red, orange, yellow, and the brightest part of the green, will form the red bow ; and the situation of the eye at E will be had by the mean refrangibility of the rays which give the bow; for as the angle Bed must be 49°38' 19",5, we have the obliquity B dc = 85° 21' 40",5 and the angle C<?E that conveys the ray to the eye will be 82° 49' 34",2. The same thing will happen on the other side of the prism, where the rays mnopq will come to the eye at E, in an equal but differently directed angle B qE, and cause an inverted red bow to be seen in the side AC.
When we look down into the side of an equilateral prism we see a blue bow, but on lifting the eye and prism gently up together towards the zenith, the bow, at a certain altitude, will be changed from blue to re d ; and by the application of the criterion, it is proved that we see the first by reflection, and the last by transmission. For, suppose Fig. 4 . Plate XII. to be a ray of a mean refrangibility between the violet, indigo, blue, and half the green ; when this falls on the side A C of the equilateral prism ABC with an obliquity ah A of 28", 5, it will be refracted so as to make the angle C 70° 2' 56/8 which gives 490 57' 3",3 for the angle Cdc; and consequently the ray d e fE will come to the eye by the same angles of re flection and refraction as Centered the prism, and make A /E equal to A ha.The eye at E will therefore see a blue bow. Then if a plain glass be applied to the transmitting side A C there can be no streaks; for blue bows being caused by the critical separation of the rays occasioned by the Newtonian reflexibility, the plain glass must be in contact with the re flecting side; and as soon as we hold it against B C, the coloured streaks will make their appearance. The change of the colour of the bow, on lifting the prism and eye together towards the zenith, is represented in figure 3 ; for the light from the sky, which will enter the prism on the side A B, will eclipse the blue bow which was seen before by light entering from the ground through the side A C in figure 4 ; then if fig. 5 is a ray of the mean refrangibility of the red bow, i* will by refraction give the angle Bed 490 38' 19",5, from which we obtain B d be qual to 70° 21' 40'',5, and the ray will, by a second refraction, come to the eye in an angle E of 58° 44' 12",4, where the red bow will be seen ; but in order to produce coloured streaks, the plain glass must now be ap plied to the transmitting side A B.
When a right angled prism is held in the hand, so that the light of the sky through an open window may fall upon the base, if then an observer with his back to the light looks through
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the base into the side AC of the prism A B C fig. 6 , he will see an erect blue bow by two reflections, only one of which how ever is the cause of the critical separation of the coloured rays, the other being a common one. For when a mean refrangible blue-bow-ray falls with an obliquity C of 82° 17' 31" on BC, it will by refraction give the angle B 85° 2' 56",8, from which we obtain A d e = 4 57' 3",3, which being the mean angle of the critically separated rays, they will by re flection pass to the side A C, where the angle of the common reflection C c/w ill be 40° 2' 56'",$ ; this gives 85° 2'56',8, and by refraction the middle of the blue bow will be seen by an eye at E in an angle E g B equal to the angle From the construction of the figure, it is evident that the eye may be drawn from E towards a, and always keep the view, which will still remain erect; for when the eye comes to a, the rays by which the bow is seen will then enter at E, and the critical reflection will still remain at d, as may be satisfactorily proved by an application of the plain glass to AC, which will cause no streaks, whereas they will immediately appear when it is held under the side A B.
When the eye looks into the side B C with the same obli quity of 82° 17' 31/', but differently directed, so that in fig. 7 the angle may be a b B, instead of C a blue bow will again be seen, but in an inverted position. This also may be drawn over into the other side of the prism without an alteration of its appearance, the reason of which is sufficiently evident from the construction of the figure; but in this case the critical re flection will be a ey and the common one at d.
It will be proper to shew that like appearances of the red bow may be seen ; for this purpose let the prism be laid with one side upon a sheet of white paper placed in a window, with the base towards the observer, as represented in fig. 8 . I11 'this position, the light from without reflected by the paper under the prism will be brighter than that from within the room, and the very oblique incident rays a b will be refracted by the horizontal side A B, so as to make the angle B ed equal to 49° 38' from which we have B = 85° 21' 40",5, and by refraction C eE = 82° 49' 34"2, the eye placed at E will therefore see an erect red bow in the horizontal skle A B, wdiich may be drawn over into the perpendicular side without change of position; for the scattered rays reflected from the paper will also enter the prism in the same oblique angle of incidence from the opposite direction a b fig. 9 ; where having caused the red bow by an intromissive critical separation at c, they will come to the eye after a common reflection from the side A C, in the same angle as before.
When an inverted red bow is to be seen the eye must be placed a little lower, and the calculation of the angles in the 10th and 11th figures, which represent the course of the rays, being similar though differently directed, will be sufficiently understood by an inspection of them ; but as in fig. 8 and 9 , the intromissive separation was produced by the horizontal side, so it is, in these figures, effected by the vertical one ; ail which may be proved by a proper application of the criterion.
There are many other phenomena attending the bows, but as they are more intricate, and not necessary for my present purpose, I leave them to the ingenuity of those who have en tered into the preceding calculations, which are quite sufficient to point out the method that should be taken for explaining them.
The first Surface of a Prism is not concerned in the Formation
of the blue Bow, nor of the Streaks that are produced by a plain Glass applied to the efficient Surface.
It has already been mentioned that the bows are formed by scattered light; but to have a direct experimental proof that such light, if not absolutely necessary to the formation of the bows, is at least equally efficient with regularly refracted light, I took a prism with one side of it roughened on emery, and receiving the light through it when the eye was in the situa tion required for seeing the blue bow, I saw it as completely formed by scattered light, as it could have been by light regu larly refracted through a polished side.
A natural consequence of this experiment seems to be, that the form of the surface through which light enters can be of no consequence; this will however admit of a more convincing proof, as follows: upon the middle of the side of a right angled prism, through which the rays entered that caused the blue bow, I laid a piano convex lens of an inch and a half focus; the result was, that not the least alteration could be perceived either in the form or in the colour of the bow, both which remained as perfect under the place where the incident rays passed through the lens as they were on each side of it. When I changed the convex lens for a plano-concave glass of the same focus, appearances were still the same; and when by a critical application of a plain glass I produced coloured streaks from the base of the prism, the interposition of either the convex or concave glass was equally immaterial. A scattering glass applied to the incident ray, had no other effect than to diminish the brightness of the bow.
The same experiment may be repeated with the red bow; but as here the first surface is essential to the formation of the bow, the plain side of the convex lens or concave glass, when placed against the prism, as before, will produce streaks; neither the bow, nor its streaks however will be in the least affected by the convexity or concavity of the outward surface of the glass applied, through which the light is admitted. A scattering glass will have no effect to disturb the bow or its streaks, and when this glass is emeried on both sides, we have again the bow complete, but without streaks ; and by this fact it is proved, that unless a polished plain reflecting surface is applied to the prism, streaks cannot be formed.
The Streaks which may he seen in the blue Bow contain the Colours of both the Parts of the prismatic , by the cri tical separation of which the Bow is formed.
The most favourable way of observing the colours of the blue bow streaks that are formed when a plain glass is laid under the base of a right angled prism, is to place a screen of white paper, before an open window, and to let the direct solar light shine through it upon the side of the prism. This scat tered light will be bright and uniform, and cause no adventi tious colours to mix with the streaks. The eye should be within six or seven inches of the prism. A streak consists of a certain principal colour and the intermediate tint which se parates it from the next; and in the following memorandum of fourteen streaks, which 1 saw in the manner above described, the principal colours are placed in front, and the dividing tints at the side between them. ------Dirty white. 13. Dingy yellow, -----Dirty white. 14. Dingy yellow.
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To ascertain whether the second surface of the subjacent glass, which by other experiments I know to have a multiply ing power of at least six or seven reiterated interior reflections, all of which may be seen through the side of the prism, had any share in the production of these streaks, I fixed on one side of it a glass, of which the lowest surface was emeried, and on the other a metalline plain mirror, but found that the streaks were both in number and colour perfectly alike in them all.
By this account it is evident that the streaks derived from the blue bow contain not only the colours of the blue reflected, but also those of the red transmitted part of the spectrum. This fact is a clear indication of the office which is performed by the surface of the subjacent plain glass, which is simply that of reflecting back the rays of the transmitted red part of the spectrum, which being mixed with the blue part, both together, by their intersections, produce the observed streaks, as will be explained hereafter.
That the colours of the transmitted part of the spectrum are reflected back into the prism, is a point which I suppose will be admitted ; but if it should be imagined that the red rays in the streaks of the blue bow might come into the prism by a scattered reflection of the light which falls on the plain glass under its base, then I say that a sheet of white paper or double emeried glass, ought to give the brightest streaks ; whereas, on the contrary, neither of them produces any ;* it is therefore evident, that a regular reflecting surface is necessary to their formation ; but such a surface, be it glass or metal, can only reflect red rays when it receives them ; and since we know that the red part of the spectrum is transmitted, and must fall on the reflecting surface, it is but fair to conclude that the rays, of which that part is composed, are those which by re flection re-enter the prism.
On the Formation of .
As I have now ascertained that the streaks we see when a plain glass is laid under a prism, which shows the blue bow, are formed by the principle of reflection, which throws back the transmitted rays, it will be a considerable satisfaction if we can trace the course of these rays far enough to have some idea of the arrangement, whereby such appearances may be produced. To show, by calculation, the complete formation of the streaks in a case that is liable to such variation, on ac count of the different contact between the modifying surfaces, the position of the light and the inclination of the eye, would be a most laborious, if not endless, undertaking; it will there fore be sufficient, if I can make it appear, that streaks must unavoidably be produced by the rays which after transmission are reflected back again, and mix with those that form the bow ; and this I believe will not be difficult. For instance, let F G, fig. 12 , Plate XIII. be the base of a solid piece of glass, in which a compound ray of light is moving from A to «, with an obliquity A « G = 490 4 6' 12/'5; and let IK be th face of a reflecting substance placed under the base; then will the violet, indigo, blue, and the faintest part of the green of this ray be reflected at «, and the remaining green, the yellow, orange, and red will be transmitted. Now, in order to un derstand the intention of this figure, it will be necessary to observe that on account of the minuteness of the operations of light, all the lines and distances are represented upon a scale one thousand times larger than what the calculation gives them. The real dimensions of several lines therefore cannot find room in the figure, and must be supplied by imagination. The distance of the eye from the base F G, for instance, which in the calculation has been assumed to be only three inches, will be 3000; the diameter of the pupil of the eye 200; the breadth of the base not less than 2160; and the subtense of the whole blue bow will be twenty-four inches eight tenths. The distance between the reflecting surface IK , and base F G, I have supposed to be the ten thousandth part of an inch ; it is therefore in this figure represented by one tenth of an inch, and the space oc Q, in which the colours that have been men tioned are transmitted, and which by calculation is ,003588 is expressed by 3,59 inches.
The rays of the different colours which are transmitted at a will be refracted in different angles, and when they come to the reflecting plane will be returned to the base in such a direction, as to come to it again in the same angle in which by refraction they left i t ; but their distance from the point a, when they reach the base, will differ considerably. If we call the angle of refraction <p, and the distance of the reflecting plane from the base x, then zx x -^ for the intervals at which the several rays will re-enter the base, which for red will be = ,0019198, for orange = ,0022974, f°r yellow a.y = ,0026675, and for green ocg = ,0043053. At these places the rays will be a second time re fracted, and rise towards the eye in parallel directions, and with an obliquity of 490 46' 12",5 equal to that of their inci dence. A aG . Their course is represented in the figure by the letters « r r ' r " , a . 00' 0 " , mdcccix.
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These things being premised, I proceed to explain the con sequences that must arise from the mixture of the transmitted with the originally reflected rays. The first is, that the rays which after transmission re-enter the prism at different points, and are the cause of the streaks, will not proceed in a parallel direction with those that by reflection from the same or neigh bouring points form the blue bow. For instance, let A a a ', and B (3 (3', fig. 13 , be two incident and reflected rays of the blue bow; then if the yellow ray transmitted at « after two refractions, and one reflection, not expressed in this figure, re-enters the prism aty, it will make the angle y 'y F equal to the angle A uG . But from the construction of the blue bow, it has been shown that B {3 G is greater than A is therefore greater than y'y F, and the rays and y y' will meet somewhere in the line G' produced. If we call the greatest of the two angles m, the smallest , and the distance of the angular points d, then d x will give us t length of the line (3 { 3', at which the two rays will mee intersect each other, which according to the enlarged size of this figure, will be at 773 inches from (3. For the same rea son the orange ray 0 o' will meet (3 at 1084 inches, and the red ray r r 'at 1401 inches from jS. It follows also from the same construction, that some of the transmitted rays will di verge from the reflected ones; for instance, the green ray transmitted at a, which re-enters the prism at g , will make the angle g* g F less than the angle (3 F ; the rays (3 (3' and g' g will therefore diverge. To this may be added, thatgg*' y y ' 0 o' rr* and a. a! will be parallel.
If such difference between the directions of the transmitted and reflected rays takes place, it will be seen that the rays transmitted through different points are among themselves subject to the same variety in the direction of their course; dr", o' 0", fy", g'g" , for instance, which passed through the point a, are parallel to each other; but all of them converge respectively to rr\oo', yy',gg' transmitted through c; and on the other handy'y", o' 0 ", r' , diverge from gg'. Fig. 14 , Plate XIV. is a general representation of the course of the rays of the blue bow, and of those that produce the streaks. The base of the bow is divided into twenty equal parts, and one ray of the bow reflected from each of the points of the division is marked by a line. Twenty-one sets of rays of the different colours transmitted through the same points re-enter the base at their calculated places, and are represented by dotted lines drawn at proper angles; but here it should be noticed, that the difference of the twenty angles being much too small to give any idea of their converging or diverging condition, the difference between each set has been expressed by one degree less towards the right, and one degree more towards the left; the angle of the middle ray being of its proper magnitude. The strong lines marked A a, B C D £, E e, show the division of the colours, and are the same which in fig. 1 were used to explain the construction of the blue bow. The rays incident on the base FG , in the direction of these lines, which are reflected in the same angles, and are also marked with strong lines, meet at the point where the eye is supposed to be placed.
The figure has been drawn by the result of a strict calcula tion contained in the following table. In the first column are the angles of the obliquity of the incident rays ; in the second P p 3
we have the distances of the reflecting points on the base from oc. The remaining columns contain the distances also reckoned from a, at which the transmitted rays of the seve ral colours re-enter the base, after two refractions and one reflection.
the Cause o f coloured concentric R ings.
From the complex nature of this figure, it will immediately ' be seen that we cannot attempt an investigation of the parti cular streaks, that will be formed by the mixture of the trans mitted with the reflected rays. An inspection of it, however, will be sufficient to show that streaky appearances must be produced.
• For instance, between a. and the first red ray which re-enters the base, a narrow blue streak should be seen ; this will be broken in upon by the mixture of two sets o f red, orange, and yellow rays, which together with the reflected colours of the bow, the green being still wanting, must give a pale red division immediately joining the blue streak. When we advance farther into the figure, the great mixture of the colours and the different directions of the rays are so various, that nothing particular can be determined with out entering into a very complicated calculation of the meeting and intersections of the rays; we see, however, that these mixtures will produce a condensation of rays in some parts, and vacancies in others, so that no uniform tinge can remain, and consequently streaky appearances must be seen. The same conclusion may be drawn from an inspection of the places where the transmitted colours re-enter the base; for the green, which is transmitted between and does not enter again till after the fourth division of the base; the blue which begins to be transmitted at (3 cannot find admittance again till after the tenth; the indigo transmitted from to does not re-enter into the composition till after the sixteenth divi sion ; and the violet transmitted between $ and s will only come in again after the nineteenth. There will consequently be a considerable space without green, another without blue, a third without indigo, and a fourth without violet; from which it follows, that streaky appearances must every where be seen in the composition of the rays that come to the eye. We should also notice that towards all colours but violet will be transmitted, for which reason when they rise again a com pound of them will produce streaks that approach to white, such as pale red, pale bluish green, dingy yellow, and dirty white; so that both at the beginning and end of the bowstreaks all observations * of them agree perfectly with what is pointed out by the foregoing remarks ; and though we have not analysed the particular construction of the streaks in the middle of the bow, yet what has been said will sufficiently prove that various successive changes of the colours must also take place.
It will be understood that I have only attempted to give some idea of the action of surfaces, in giving configuration to colours that are already produced; but that the principle of reflection is the cause of streaks will remain evident, even if the method of its action should not have been explained so much to our satisfaction as we might wish. It will also re main to be proved, that streaks are only the effect of one of those modications which depend on the figure of the reflect ing surface and having got thus far in this research, I may advance towards a final consideration of my subject.
Prismatic Bozvs when seen at a Distance are straight
.
The next point to be shown, in order to approach gradually to a solution of my problem, is that the apparently arched figure of the blue and red bows, which may be seen in a prism, is merely the consequence of the position of the eye, and the modifying power of the surface through which it sees them* For a proof of this, it would be sufficient to refer to the prin ciples'of the formation of the bows, from which it must be evident that the critical separation of the rays will be exerted in every direction, and that the extent of the bows we see would consequently be parallel to the sides and base of the prism, if the eye could receive the rays which form them, every where in the same angle from a line drawn parallel to that side of the prism through which they pass. An experi mental confirmation of this we have by laying down a prism, and keeping either of the bows in view while we gradually draw the eye away; it will then be seen that the curvature, which the bows had assumed, will continually be diminished, and nearly vanish at a very moderate distance.
The Colours of the Bow-streaks owe their Production to the Principle of the critical Separation of the different Parts of the prismatic S p e c t r u m .
That streaks will be produced when a plain glass is laid under the side of a prism which forms either of the coloured bows, has already been sufficiently shown ; but that these streaks, as well as the rest of the phenomena which have been mentioned in the 44th article, are exclusively to be deduced from the same principle by which the bows have been ex plained will require some proof. With regard to streaks, the following experiment, I believe, will remove every doubt upon the subject.
Let a plain glass be laid under the base of a right angled prism ; then, if the eye at first be placed very low, no streaks will be seen; but when afterwards the eye is gradu Uy ele vated, till by the appearance of the blue bow we find that the principle of the critical separation of colours is exerted, the streaks will become visible, and not before ; nor will they re main in view when the eye is lifted higher than the situation in which the effects of the critical separation are visible. It is therefore evident, not only that the colours are furnished by the same cause which produces the bow, but also that they are modified into streaks by the plain surface under the prism.
In addition to this, it must be remarked that the criterion, which has been successfully used in the explanation of several prismatic phenomena, proves that no other colours, but those which arise from the same source, can be modified so as to give streaks. The following experiment will show the foun dation on which this criterion is established.
Let there be an horizontal opening in the upper part of a window-shutter, of about three feet long and one foot high; then, if we look at it through one side of a right angled prism, we shall see a red bow from the highest margin of the open ing, and a blue one from the lowest; but when a plain glass is applied to either of the sides of the prism through which we see these bows, neither of them will give any coloured streaks. The experimenter must carefully keep the critical bows out of the way; for should either of them fall upon those which are under examination, streaks must of course be seen to pass over them.
When a spherical surface is placed under the prism, it has likewise been shown that coloured rings will be seen; but these, like the streaks, will not be visible when the eye is MDCCCIX* Q q 2cj4
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below the place where the bows can be seen, which would not have happened had a plain glass been used instead of the prism; for with such an arrangement, coloured rings may be seen at the most oblique as well as perpendicular stations of the eye.-As soon as the blue bow is perceived, the rings begin to be formed, first partly, then half, and lastly, we see them completed; and what is remarkable, these coloured rings are of such a magnitude and brightness, that they cannot be a moment mistaken for those we see when a plain glass is laid upon the same spherical curve.---The eye being then gra dually elevated above the range in which the bows may be seen, these rings will pretty suddenly shrink in their dimen sions, and lose much of their brilliancy ; till at last, when the eye comes to a perpendicular situation, we find them dwindled away to the size and appearance of such as may be seen when a plain glass is substituted for the prism. Irregular surfaces are no less decisive in the phenomena they exhibit; for when an equilateral prism is laid upon red mica in a strong illumination of scattered light, we may see a most admirable variety of very minute coloured appearances, when ever the eye is brought to the blue bow place; but as soon as it is in the least elevated above, or depressed below that situation, these fantastical figures are sure to vanish.
A Lens may be looked upon as a Prism bent round a circular Form.
Those who have followed me in the analysis of the blue and red bows, will readily enter into the application I shall make of this theory to the generation of coloured rings by lenses.
the Cause of coloured concentr .
It has been proved, that tire different refrangibility of the prismatic colours, at certain critical angles, will cause the violet; indigo, blue, and part of the green rays to be sepa rately reflected, and that, according to what has been said in ths 49th article, this will produce an extended straight-lined appearance tinged with the abovementioned colours. It has also been shown that the same principle, at certain critical angles, will cause the red, orange, yellow, and part of the green rays to be exclusively intromitted, in such directions as will produce a similarly extended straight-lined appear ance tinged with these latter colours. From the angle in which the eye must receive these appearances in a prism, they are converted into the blue and red bows; but, since they would appear to be straight lines, if they were seen in direc tions perpendicular to a line drawn parallel to the edges of the prism, it follows, that were a long prism bent round into a circular form so that its two ends might meet, these lines would then be changed into rings, one of which would be formed by reflection, the other by transmission.
A lens may be said to be such a prism, from which indeed it differs only in one respect, which is, that an angle contained between two lines applied as tangents to different parts of its surface is changeable, whereas the refracting angle of a given prism is constant.
If it should be remarked that in consequence of considering a lens in this light, a plano-convex one, for instance, ought to present us, in certain situations, with a ring of the colours of the blue bow, and in others with a similar ring containing those of the red one, I must observe that the reason why such rings or bows can never be seen by the eye, though the phy-sical separation of the rays should actually take place, is owing to that particular circumstance in which, we have remarked, the lens differs from a prism, namely, the curvature of the refracting surface; for although it has been proved that the figure of the first surface of a prism is not concerned in the formation of the blue bow, yet that of the surface through which it is seen by the eye is of material consequence, as will appear by the following experiment.
An equilateral prism, one side of* which I had made cylin drical, was exposed so as to receive the incident light through the convex surface. In this situation, the eye being about three or four inches from the prism, a bow was formed which in every respect was like one I saw in another equilateral prism, whose three sides were fiat; hut when the convexity of the first prism was turned towards the eye, the bow could no longer be seen, although the critical separation of the rays would undoubtedly form it in this, as well as in the other prism ; the two sides and angles of each exposed to the light being perfectly equal. By much attention to what may be perceived when the eye is placed at various distances, I found that the curvature of the surface through which I tried to see the bow, produced a focal contraction and subsequent inver sion of the rays in their passage to the eye, and thus occa sioned a total change of appearances. Now, since a ring or bow would not be visible in a prism bent round, if the side through which it must be seen were curved, we cannot expect to see such appearances in a lens, which every where presents us with a spherical surface.
The effect upon the appearance of the bows, produced by the surface through which the rays must pass to come to the eye, may be still better examined by laying the plain side of a plano-convex glass of a short focus upon the flat side of a prism, through which we see either of the bows; for when the eye is near the focus of the lens, they will be entirely ef faced as far as they are covered by the lens.
A consequence of great importance may be drawn from these experiments; for since the cause of the coloured ap pearances, which have been called bows when seen in a prism, is now perfectly understood to be the critical separation of the colours of the incident light, it must be admitted that such a separation will certainly take place whenever a beam of light can find an entrance into glass, so as to make the required angles either with an interior or exterior surface, be it in the shape of a prism, lens, or solid of any kind, although the figure of the last transmitting surface should not permit such coloured-appearance-making-rays to reach the eye. A plano convex lens will consequently by its construction separate the rays of light which enter at the convex surface in such a manner, as by reflection to produce what, if it could be seen, would be called a blue bow, and by rays that come in at the plain side, separate them by intromission so as to produce a red one.
To remove all doubt about the truth of this theory, I ground a small part of a plano-convex lens flat, that I might look into it, as it were, through a window, to see what passed within. The flat made an angle with the base of about thirty-four de grees, and 1 saw through it very plainly, in different directions of the illumination, a blue bow by light entering at the convex surface, and a red bow by light coming in at the plain one.
With regard to a plain glass contained between parallel surfaces, it may be remembered that when in the last para graph of the 39th article I said that streaks could not be seen by laying another plain glass under it, I intimated at the same time the formation of colours ; this will now admit of a satis factory explanation. Scattered rays will enter into a parallel piece of glass, and by reflection the critical separation of colours will take place on its interior surface, so that if this effect could be seen, a blue bow would appear; and in the same manner a red bow might be seen by rays intromitted through the lowest surface. In consequence of the course of these rays, streaks would also appear from each of the bows when another plain glass is laid under the parallel piece ; but from a calculation made according to the principles that have been established in the preceding part of this paper, the reflection of a mean ray of the blue bow from the interior surface being at the angle 490,57' 3",3 ; and this being also the oblique in cidence on the upper surface, a ray which comes in that direc tion with the mean refrangibility of the rays of the blue bow cannot come out of glass. The angle of obliquity of the mean intromitted ray for the red bow is 4,9° 38' 19",5, and on com puting its direction by the mean refrangibiiity of the red bow, it will also be found that it cannot clear the glass. I have seen the bows and their streaks when the upper surface of the glass was inclined only nine degrees to the lower one; and possibly a much smaller angle would have been sufficient to permit the emergence of the coloured rays. The strong re flection from the outside of the glass, and the contraction of the dimensions of the bows are however much against per ceiving them at a great obliquity. It has been proved that streaks, concentric rings, lenticular figures, and all sorts of irregular coloured phenomena may be seen by means of the prism; and in the 35th, gfith, and 37th articles, it has already been sufficiently explained that the cause of the great variety of these appearances is to be found in the configurating power of surfaces. I have also remarked in the 40th article, that in order completely to account for the Newtonian rings, it remained only to be shown how the colours thus modified are produced.
The prismatic experiments contained in this paper have ex plained in what manner a critical separation of the colours, which takes place at certain angles of incidence, is the cause of the appearance of the blue and red bows; since the diffe rent reflexibility of the rays of light, by which N ewton has accounted for the blue bow, brings on a critical separation of the blue colours, and since also the different intromissibility by which I have explained the red bow, occasions an equally critical separation of the red ones.
In the 50th article I have not only proved that all the above described various appearances, which in the first part of this paper were produced by convex glasses, may be equally well obtained by the use of a prism, but have also shown that the great simplicity of this valuable optical instrument has cleared up great difficulties, by pointing out to us that the colours which are modified into such various shapes, are in all prisma tic experiments exclusively produced by the critical separation of the rays oflight. Now, as this mast be admitted ; it will certainly not be philosophical to look for a different cause of the same or similar effects, when convex glasses, which have all the required prismatic properties are used to produce them.* To show the great similarity, or rather the identity of these effects, let us examine them in different points of view, and since the variety of the configurations is no longer an object that wants explaining, I shall only take the most simple case of each, namely, the coloured rings, that are produced when a plano-convex lens is laid with its convex side upon a plain reflecting surface; and the coloured streaks which are pro duced when the base of a right angled prism is in the same manner placed upon such a surface.
The form of rings arises from the spherical figure of the lens. those that have been recited will surely be sufficient to show that the same operations, which will produce these prismatic phenomena, will equally account for those that are formed by the lens ; now, as it has been clearly proved, that the critical separation of the colours, which takes place at certain angles of incidence, occasions all the phenomena of the blue and red bows, and of the streaks, rings, and other regular or irregular appearances, that may be seen in a prism, there cannot remain a doubt but that the Newtonian rings observed between object glasses, are owing to the same cause.
Remarks relating to the Newtonian alternate Fits of easy
Reflection and easy Transmission.
In attempting to rescue the science of optics, from what has been so long considered as unsatisfactory for explaining the great question about the cause of the coloured rings, I have made use of a principle, the effects of which have so near a resemblance to those of the suppositious fits of easy reflection and easy transmission, that the author of them might easily be misled by appearances. But although the principle of a critical separation of the colours substituted for these fits, ad mits the reflection of some rays at the same angles of inci dence at which others are transmitted, yet since the New tonian different refrangibility of light will account for these critical reflections within glass, and the equally critical intro missions from without, we can have no longer any reason to ascribe original fits to the rays of light, which in the first part of this paper, they have already been proved not to possess, and which now, in all prismatic experiments, I have shown are not necessary for explaining appearances that may be accounted for without them.
Slough near Windsor,
Dec. 9, 1808.
